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ABSTRACT 
Modern computer networks make it possible to distribute 

documents quickly and economically. This is because of the 

decreasing cost of the equipment needed to copy, print, process 

the information. The widespread adoption of electronic 

distribution of material is accompanied with more emphasis on 

data security. One of the modern data security methods is 

Visual Cryptography. Visual Cryptography(VC) is the 

technique that is used for securing data specially image-based  

secrets such as credit  card  information,  personal  health 

information,  military  maps  and  personally  identifiable  

information and commercial identification data. 

Visual Cryptography allow us to share secret effectively and 

efficiently, the  secret image can be distributed in to two or 

more shares, when shares are superimposed exactly together the 

original image would be discovered with human visual 

system(HVS) without out aid of computer or without performing 

complicated  computations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
VC is introduced by first in 1994 Naor and Shamir [1].  The 

idea is allowing data in the case of images, to be digitally 

transmit or stored with no concern that the data could be 

intercepted and accidentally revealed to unauthorized parties. 

The main description associated with VC is the message being 

encoded into two or more shares. When looking  at each one 

separately the shares reveal no information about message 

contained in and reassemble random noise will show the secret 

[1,2].  

In  1996,  G.Ateniese, and et. al [3] describes general access 

structure  which  it  gives  a  set  of  n  share separated into two 

subsets named as qualified and forbidden  according  to  the  

importance  of  shares. The secret information can be retrieve 

only by stacking  any of the k shares from qualified subset of 

shares  that is called as subset n and that secret information 

can’t be retrieved by k or more shares of forbidden set. 

 In  1997,    E.Verheul  and  H.V  tilborg [4] using black  and  

white images  and  it  develops  first  gray  colored  VC  scheme  

for  sharing  single  sequence colored secret images. Each pixel 

is divided into b subpixels of color 0, 1,…… c-1. These 

subpixels interrelate which each other in the following way: 

When subpixels are put on top of each other and held to the 

light, one sees a "generalized" or, i.e. if all subpixels are of 

color i then one sees light of color i, otherwise one sees no light 

at all (i.e. black). 

In 2005 hiding binary image into two meaningful shares Chin-

Chen Chang et al [5] suggested spatial-domain image hiding 

schemes. The two secret shares will be embedded into two gray 

level  cover  images.   To  decode  the  hidden messages, 

embedding  images  can  be superimposed. 

 Liguo Fang [6]  recommend  a  (2,  n)  scheme  based  on  

combination. Threshold  visual  secret  sharing schemes  mixing  

XOR  and  OR  operation  with  reversing  and  based  on  

binary  linear  error correcting code was recommended by Xiao-

qing and Tan [7]. 

The disadvantage of the above schemes is that only one set of 

confidential messages can be embedded, to  share  large  

amount  of  confidential messages  a number of  shares  must 

generated.  

For coding multiple secret, Wu and Chen [8] were first 

researchers to present the VC schemes to share two  secret  

images  in  two  shares.  They  hide  two  secret  binary  images  

into  two   random shares,  with the names  A  and  B,   the  first  

secret  can  be  retrieved by  stacking  the  two  shares, denoted 

by A⊗ B, and the second secret can be obtained by first 

rotating A Ө anti-clockwise. The design with the rotation angle 

Ө to be 90◦. However, it is simple to obtain that Ө can be 180 or  

270. 

To  overcome  the  angle  limitation  of  Wu  and  Chen’s  

scheme  [8],  Hsu  et  al.  [9] proposed a scheme to hide two 

secret images in two  rectangular shares with arbitrary rotating  

angles. 

S  J  Shyu  et  al  [10] advise multiple  secrets  sharing scheme 

encodes  a  set  of  n≥2  secrets  into  two  circular  shares.  The  

n secrets can be retrieved one by one by stacking the  first share 

and the rotated second share with  n  different  rotation  angles. 

To provide more randomness for generating the shares Mustafa 

Ulutas et al [11] give an advice of the secret sharing scheme 

based on the rotation of the shares. In this scheme shares are 

rectangular in shape and are created in full randomly manner, 

Stacking the two shares reveal the first  secret. Rotating the first 

share by 90° counterclockwise , stacking it with the second 

share reconstructs  the  second  secret image. 

Tzung-Her  Chen  et  al  [12]  presented multiple secret images 

encryption  schemes  by  rotating  random  grids,  with no any  

pixel  expansion  and  codebook redesign.  

In order to encode  four  secrets  into  two  shares  and 

recovering  the  reconstructed  images  with no distortions  

Zhengxin  Fu  et  al  [13]  intended  a rotation VC scheme. 

Rotation VC scheme construction based on correlative matrices 

set and random permutation, which might be used to encode 

four secret  images  into  two  shares.   

Jonathan  Weir  et  al  [14]  suggested  sharing  multiple  secrets 

with visual  cryptography.  A  master key is generated  for  all  

of the secrets;  correspondingly, secrets are shared using the 

master key and multiple shares obtained.  

2. BINARY IMAGES IN VC 

The process behind VC is allowing the messages to be 

contained in seemingly random shares. The generation of these 

shares demonstrates the concept of VC along with its strengths 

and limitations. Assuming that the message being encrypted is a 

binary image with p pixels, each of these pixels are separately 

encoded with a subpixel grouping with s pixels. This will allow 

n shares to be generated by using these subpixel groupings. 
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"Each share is a collection of m black and white subpixels, 

which are printed in close proximity to each other so that the 

human visual system averages their individual black/white 

contributions"[8]. 

 

Fig.1: Shares most commonly used for VC algorithms. 

The most frequently used subpixel groupings in VC algorithms 

that is shown in Fig.1. The image is encoded in n shares and the 

message would be revealed by stacking k of these n shares. still, 

if k -1 shares are stacked together, the encoded message cannot 

be revealed, the generation of these shares is based on the value 

of the pixel and the probability of a subpixel group occurring. 

Share generation scheme for k = 2 and n = 2 is shown in 

Fig.2[10]. 

 

Fig.2: A share generation scheme corresponding to k=2 and 

n=2 ,with the probability of 50% [2] 

Next fig.3 is an example for (3,3) k out of n  that could be used 

to distribute an image into four shares, stacking all of them are 

needed to reveal the secret image. The shares have the 

following properties:- 

 Any single share have 5 black subpixels. 

 Any stacked pairs  contains exactly 7 black 

subpixels. 

 Any stacked triple contains 8 black subpixels. 

 When all four in each row of fig.3 are combined the 

top row (black pixel) contains 9 subpixel (black). 

 When all four in each row of fig.3 are combined the 

bottom row will contain only 8 (allow light to pass 

for necessary contrast to read the image [1]. 

 

Fig.3 VC scheme for (3,3) k out of n secret sharing problem. 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

3.1 It is noted in previous studies that all methods used in the 

VC of binary images lead to an increase in the size of the 

original image and the size and number of the shares and this 

considered a weak point where it requires a large storage space 

and increasing the time it takes to send shares to the receiver. 

Also some methods  may result in a slight distortion in the 

recovered image, in addition, some proposed methods may 

facilitate the detection of the original image by rotating the 

shares at a certain angle as in [8]. In this paper, a proposed  

method of  binary image VC so that we can overcome most of 

the weaknesses in the previous methods. The proposed method 

introduced a new method of VC, including obtaining the shares 

by dividing the original image and thus obtaining small shares 

in the total number of shares that the combination of them 

equals the size of the original image. The recovered image is 

100% similar to the original image. 

Adding a level of security during the process of construction 

and retrieval of  shares by using a key which the length of key 

representing the number of  shares entered randomly and 

relying on it is configured shares and retrieval. The generated 

shares are random and the intruder cannot retrieve the original 

image or predict its content. 

3.2 The Proposed Method Algorithm 

The steps of the proposed algorithm can explained with the 

following steps: 

1. Read the binary image ,read the key. 

2. The length of the key must equal the number of shares. 

3. Depending on the length of the key the rows of the original 

image will be distributed vertically on the shares depending on 

the key value for example, the key is 213 the number of the 

shares will be 3 which equal the length of the key. The first 

three rows will be taken from the image and placed in share 2 

vertically, the second 3 rows will go to share 1, the third 3 rows 

will be in share number 3 then take the next three rows and so 

on. In some cases the key may be in non-standard format and 

must be converted to the standard format before using it in the 

share configuration as shown in table (1). Flowchart fig.4 to 

show the coding process:- 

Table (1): key convention to the standard states. 

Original key Standard key 

5928 2413 

0559 1234 

Help 2134 

Soon 4231 

4z8y 1324 

 

4. The process of retrieving the original image takes place in the 

receiving side, where the secret key is entered with the shares. 

As in the encryption, the length of the key must be equal to the 

number of shares the key is first converted to the standard 

format. Depending on the key sequence, the original image is 

created by dragging the columns from the shares on to the 

image rows.  

For example, if the key is 213, the first three columns of the 

share two will be withdrawn at the reconstructed image rows 

horizontally followed by the first three columns of the share one 

will be reconstructed as second three rows and withdrawn the 

three columns of share 3 as third three rows and thus continue 

in the same sequence to get the original image. Flowchart Fig.5 

illustrate the process of  original image retrieval  process. 
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All the simulation work has been implemented in MATLAB 

environment  2013  using  general  MATLAB  toolbox  and 

Image processing toolbox. We have taken an arbitrary input 

binary  image as  test  image for  proposed method and applied 

the above algorithms. Fig.6 show the secret images with the 

shares created, size details and time needed for the process. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4: VC proposed method flowchart for creating shares. 
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Fig.5: VC proposed method flowchart for the process of superimposing original image. 
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Fig.6:The secret images and the shares created for each. 

 

(D) Original image size=252*50, key=6, share size=500*42, processing time= 1.7004. 

 

(B) Original image size= 304*246 , key=4,Share size=246*76,  processing time= 1.2324. 

 

             

                 

                    

     

(A) Original image size=256*256, key=3, share size=256*87, processing time= 0.9672 ms. 

(C) Original image size= 400*512, key=5, share size= 512*80, processing time=1.6692. 
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4. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER 

WORK 
In this paper a new robust Visual Cryptography scheme has 

been proposed. The proposed method divided the original 

image into number of shares (depending on the key values) , 

the size of share is smaller than the original image size (image 

size/key) , so there is no increasing in the size . converting 

original image rows into columns and distributed into shares 

depending on the key adding secure level for protection and 

the resulted shares image differs from the original image with 

more confusion . As explained in Fig.6 the computation time 

is small and when stacking shares in the recipient side the 

resulted image is 100% similar the original image with no 

distortion . 

As VC schemes operate at the pixel levels, each pixel on one 

share must be matched correctly to its right position in the 

original image in the reconstruction method depending on the 

key value . 

The  future  study involves more  number  of  shares  and to 

implement  on gray  and color  images with more security 

options to increase the image protection without performing 

complicated  computations, also the proposed method can be 

used in many interested area like image steganography and 

watermarking. 
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